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Web 1.0: what can I find? / Web 2.0: how to contribute?
Networked Web 2.0 resources (education)
Networked 2.0 services in the libraries

Yale University Science Libraries

Social Networking - Explore the interactive web
Twitter/IM/Myspace/Flickr: yalescilib

Interact
Facebook
Become a 'Fan' of the Science Libraries on Facebook. Log in to take full advantage of this page.

Myspace
Friend YaleSciLib on Myspace!

Connect
Txt a Science Librarian
Text Message reference

Chat with a Science Librarian
Instant Message reference.
Screen Name: yalescilib
AIM/Yahoo/GTalk/MSN/Meetro

MultiMedia
Flickr
Add tags and take online tours
www.flickr.com/yalescilib

Stay in the loop
Twitter
Follow the Science Libraries on Twitter, even have brief updates sent to you.
microblogging forms / (SNS) in eLearning

Students: What do you all think of me doing a lecture with simultaneous questions and comments via Twitter?

03:10 AM March 22, 2008 from web
We invited your tags and comments and you responded. Wow, did you respond! Thank You.  

http://www.flickr.com/people/library_of_congress/

Woman aircraft worker, Vega Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, Calif. Shown checking electrical assemblies (LOC)
Science blogs

- Technorati, 77 mil web logs
- Scienceblogs.com – Seed,
- LoC blog (Matt Raymond)
  http://www.loc.gov/blog/
- KoBSON blog (Danica Radovanovic)
  http://kobson.wordpress.com
- Wiki stranica KoBSON
  http://www.seedwiki.com/wiki/kobson/kobson
- Interaction!
http://www.loc.gov/blog/

Library of Congress Blog

“Light and liberty go together.”

We’ve Been Scobleized!

Posted on: September 17th, 2008 by Matt Raymond

I stopped by our Prints and Photographs Division this afternoon to meet blogging legend Robert Scoble, partly because he was interviewing Helena Zinkham, the acting chief of P&P, about our Flickr project, but also to tell him how his book “Naked Conversations” has had an important impact on impelling the Library’s blog forward. Before I knew it, he had turned his camera on me and beamed an interview live to the world via 3G. (Shameless self-promotion alert.)

Robert is also working on a more in-depth piece on the Flickr project, which I’m eager to see. It’s always great when the HD camera comes out!

While I’m at it, in recent days and weeks, there has been a lot of Web 2.0 momentum building here at the Library. I’m confident that this will soon lead to new ways in which we will reaching out to user communities and making the Library’s yummy goodness
Why do we need Science blogs?
June 29, 2007 by rainfo

I just have posted entry at science blog in Serbian. This is the blog that I have founded and kept updated for eConsortia - KoBSON, thinking that someone will find it useful. This is the page in English explaining KoBSON. Existence and need of this science (only science blog) in Serbia is under the question (Consortia directors decide).

A year ago within my Master research paper I got very relevant results about the usage of the precious online resources within KoBSON (that are available in science institutions, academia and libraries) and results of that research was not quite satisfied for Serbian science community. More than thousands and thousands available resources at KoBSON are not used because of many factors that I explained in my master paper empiric study (comparing to USA and EU similar online environments). One of them is directly connected with ignorance because of the lack of information and knowledge, poor level of digital literacy, non-activation of some institutions, professionals, etc.

I posted in Serbian language several questions weather low standard countries, as Serbia is, really need to use open source facilities that are free, and to interact and make better science within community?
Open science and knowledge: science blogs!

Why?

“Blogs would have been a great medium for interaction, publishing, communication and collaboration in science, a good place for showcasing [Serbian] scientific achievement, which has been in the shade lately.”

OA electronic resources 2.0

Online databases, OA

- E-LIS, 8.200, sept.2008
- DAREnet project
- iBiblio
- Wikipedia - 10 mil articles on 250 languages (march 2008)
- Google scholar
- PLoS
- Consortia eIFL- OA project of open knowledge

http://www.eifl.net/cps/sections/services/eifl-oa
Welcome to E-LIS

The open archive for Library and Information Science

We now have more than 8200 documents in our archive.

E-LIS is an open access archive for scientific or technical documents, published or unpublished, on Librarianship, Information Science and Technology, and related areas. E-LIS relies on the voluntary work of individuals from a wide range of backgrounds and is non-commercial. It is not a funded project of an organization. It is community-owned and community-driven. We serve LIS researchers by facilitating their self-archiving, ensuring the long-term preservation of their documents and by providing world-wide easy access to their papers.

Recent submissions

Electronic resources in Serbia

KoBSON?
35 000 e-journals, 30 000 eBooks

- Stats
- Facts
- What are the lacks?
- Problems
- Solutions
- Recommendations

Data from Master thesis – Danica Radovanovic
• Literacy 2.0 (‘0.55)
  [video](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KIUhvFxQ8C4)
• Ethical responsibility
• Net/Not working and collaboration?
Recommendations, discussions, collaboration

Wiki page for interaction and sharing
http://danicar.wetpaint.com/page/International+Science+Conference+-eLibraries+2.0%2C+University+of+Belgrade
http://danicar.wetpaint.com/
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